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Dear reader,

it is a great pleasure to present you our 5th edition of the Austria & 
CEE distressed debt market overview.

The past year has been a very busy one across the region, with 
numerous transactions coming to market. We expect the 
disposal trend to continue and substantially accelerate, as 
CEE strengthens its appeal to investors while sellers and regulators 
alike get more comfortable with NPL disposals.

Following the portfolio disposals wave of the past years, we also 
expect single tickets and servicing platforms trades to become 
more popular, as banks look to close off discrete positons or improve 
their internal cost basis.

Markets wise, we continue to see a climb in NPL volumes, albeit 
at a slower pace. Most importantly, we now see in premiere the positive 
effects of deleveraging, with NPL ratios dropping substantially in 
countries once considered to have critical levels, such as 
Romania, Hungary or Slovenia. We anticipate a similar path for 
the other SEE countries still battling with high NPL levels such as 
Serbia or Bulgaria, provided continued regulatory support 
and sellers commitment.

Russia, Ukraine and Turkey remain largely untapped 
markets, with material opportunities provided macro risks are 
mitigated by investors.

For top Austrian banks present in CEE, the past period was one of 
stabilization, with provisioning level increases and strengthening of 
their capital base. Moving forward, we expect them to continue being 
some of the most active sellers in the market. 

I hope you’ll find this update informative and insightful in your 
assessment of the region’s current and future potential. In the 
meantime, enjoy reading and we look forward to discussing more in 
our next meeting.

With best regards,

Bernhard

Bernhard Engel
Partner
Leader FS Deals
PwC Austria
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Slight decrease in provisioning levels  of 
bad debt in the CEE region, mainly driven 
by Romania and Russia. Potential for further 
deleveraging can be seen in Hungary or 
Slovenia with attractive coverage ratios. 

In a nutshell
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Moderate growth outlook for the 
Eurozone, while the CEE region is expected 
to revert back to its uptrend, supported by 
improving labour markets and cheap lending. 
However, geopolitical risks are still pending and 
might come into effect.  

Distressed loans volume growth rhythm 
has been slightly declining, with volume 
expected to reach EUR 177b at the end of 2016 for 
the Austria & CEE region, driven mainly by 
economic slowdown and turbulences in Turkey, 
Russia and Ukraine.

Top Austrian banks with CEE presence 
hold around EUR 38b NPL volume, 
which is a EUR 2b decline compared to 
2014. Although the size of the loan book has 
decreased year-on-year, this was combined 
with lower NPL volumes and ratio, with only 
minor decline in coverage ratio.

NPL ratios declined in most of the 
region’s territories mainly due to an 
increase in deleveraging activities. 
However, some countries such as Russia  
& Ukraine are still experiencing a 
significant ratio increase deteriorating the 
picture on CEE level.

Market disposals significantly 
accelerated - with NPL portfolio 
transactions of approx. EUR 6b face value 
brought to market in 2015 (tripple of what 
was observed in 2014), mainly triggered by 
increased regulatory support  and  growing 
investors’ & sellers’ confidence in disposal 
processes and markets.

Transactional activity to remain at 
similar levels in 2016, with approx.
EUR 5b expected to be brought to market 
across CEE. The largest increase in activities 
is expected in Bulgaria, Hungary & Serbia 
where NPL volumes are high, and large 
disposals are yet to take place.

Servicing capabilities are being 
developed swiftly across the region, 
with the Balkans seeing most set-up 
activity by the major players.
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GDP growth per region (%yoy, 2013-2020F) CEE breakdown of GDP growth (%yoy, 2013-2020F)

Source: IMF, PwC Analysis

Macroeconomic overview
CEE, Austria and the Eurozone

CE countries include:
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Slovakia, Slovenia

SEE countries include:
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, 
Croatia, Macedonia, Moldova, 
Romania, Serbia, Turkey

CIS countries include:
Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia, 
Ukraine

For the purpose of our current analysis, CEE 
countries include all the countries mentioned 
above.

Eurozone moderate growth is supported by low 
commodity prices, ongoing monetary easing and 
increased public spending caused by current migration 
waves. Following the 2015 decline driven by the Ukrainian 
crisis, CEE growth is expected to resume its upward trend, 
mostly on the back of increased private consumption, 

in turn pushed by improving wages (and rising 
employment) and opportunities for cheaper lending.

However, risks remain, primarily driven by geopolitical 
events, such as Brexit, the sanctions still looming on the 
Russian economy and the development in Turkey.
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 Eurozone to continue on a moderate growth path, driven by low commodity 
prices and public spending

 Austria mimics Eurozone’s path, but with negative outlook

 CEE growth in 2015 impacted by the Ukraine events, however the region quickly 
reverted to its upward trend, fuelled by increasing employment & cheaper lending
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Unemployment rate (%, 2015-2016F)

CEE countries continue to have moderate to high government debt burdens, having accelerated over the last 
years, with fiscal policies in many European economies being on an expansionary trend.

Gross government debt / GDP (%, 2015-2016F) 

Inflation rate (%, average consumer prices method, 2015-2016F) 

Inflation rate across the region’s countries shows a mixed picture: CIS experiences a period of high inflation expected 
to revert to its long-term average of ca. 7% until 2020, while the CE sub-region and some SEE countries are dealing with 
low inflation rates below their central banks’ targets.

CEE as a whole observes a slight but constant reduction in unemployment. However, high unemployment remains 
a concern for some SEE countries, putting pressure on new lending, whilst accumulating NPL volumes.

 Low inflation in Central Europe

 Higher unemployment in some  SEE countries

 Government debt higher in CE, but still below Western European levels

Macroeconomic overview
CEE focus

CIS CE SEE

CIS CE SEE

CIS CE SEE
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NPL ratio (%, eoy 2015, Δpp yoy 2015)

Distressed debt Austria & CEE
NPL stock and ratio

Source: IMF, PwC Analysis, Serbian National Bank

1) Others include LV, BIH, BY, FYRM, MD, EE, RKS
2) Volumes can differ from last years report due to unstable FX rates e.g. in 

UA or RU
3) As of eoy 2015

 Russia, Ukraine and Turkey main drivers of CEE NPL volume increase

 Significant volume decrease from once high NPL ratio markets such as 
Hungary or Slovenia

 NPL ratio relatively high in Ukraine, Serbia and Bulgaria

NPL volume (EURb)NPL volume continues its increase

CEE NPL volume continued to increase in 2015, with ca. 
5%yoy, while the trend is expected to continue in 2016 as 
well.

Key volume growth drivers are Russia (+26%yoy 
2015), Ukraine (+8%yoy 2015) and Turkey (+16%yoy 
2015), the latter expected to become an increasingly 
notable contributor over 2016 as well.

However, a recent wave of NPL deals has helped 
reduce the burden in some CE / SEE countries

Romania and Slovenia showed significant 
downwards NPL stock trends over the last couple of 
years, with the effects of earlier 2016 transactions still to be 
fully accounted for. 

Kazakhstan registered the most aggressive NPL 
stock decrease, largely due to regulatory measures aimed 
at bringing NPL ratio down to 10% by early 2016.

NPL ratio continues to be trail high

Ukraine, Serbia and Bulgaria among “top 
performers” NPL ratio wise, each materially higher 
than the regional average.

Source: IMF, PwC Analysis
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‘12-’15 20142) 2015

Yoy
’14-’15

2016F
% of

Total3)

Total 162.8 171.3 5% 176.9 100%

Austria 23.0 21.8 -5% 22.4 13%

CEE 139.8 149.5 7% 154.5 87%

Russia 48.7 61.6 26% 65.4 36%

Turkey 12.9 15.0 16% 17.4 9%

Ukraine 13.1 14.2 8% 14.7 8%

Poland 12.6 12.1 -4% 12.1 7%

Czech 
Republic 

6.3 6.4 2% 6.6 4%

Croatia 6.2 6.0 -4% 6.2 3%

Romania 6.5 7.9 23% 7.8 5%

Hungary 7.7 5.1 -34% 4.3 3%

Bulgaria 4.8 4.4 -7% 4.4 3%

Kazakhstan 6.7 3.3 -50% 2.4 2%

Slovenia 3.9 3.0 -22% 2.7 2%

Serbia 3.5 3.5 0% 3.6 1%

Slovak 
Republic 

2.3 2.3 -2% 2.3 1%

Other1) 4.8 4.7 -1% 4.7 3%
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Subdued lending growth in Austria & CEE

Slow growth in new lending remains a key feature of 
the Austria & CEE debt markets with CEE’s loans to 
customers (LtC) volume increasing slightly yoy, while 
Austria has faced a continuing decrease of 5%yoy. 

For most of CE / SEE countries (e.g. Poland, Hungary, 
Slovenia, Slovakia), a relatively more positive trend in LtC
versus NPL volumes explains the NPL ratio decrease 
mentioned earlier. Alternatively, for Russia and Ukraine 
the dynamics of NPL volume outpaced LtC, leading to 
higher NPL ratios.

 Lending continues to be subdued across the region

 NPL provisioning increased regionally

 Stable ratio of NPL to regulatory capital

NPL Coverage ratio vs Net NPL / Regulatory Capital (%, eoy 2015)

Yearly growth NPL volume vs. yearly growth Loans to Customers (%, Δyoy 2015)

Distressed debt Austria & CEE
Lending and NPL coverage

Source: IMF, PwC Analysis
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The CEE average NPL coverage reached 62% at the 
end of 2015 (-2.3 pp yoy).  Decreasing provisioning 
observed in Russia, Romania and Austria was 
counterbalanced by increases in Croatia, Hungary

and Slovenia, supporting further potential deleveraging 
campaigns in these latter territories. The share of NPL 
to regulatory capital has on average been stable over 
the last years.

Increasing NPL regional coverage ratio
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Source: IMF, PwC Analysis,National Bank of Serbia
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 High NPL ratios, sizeable provisioning & sufficient stock provide the right mix for 
deleveraging via NPL disposals

 Romania, Croatia and Slovenia to continue as active NPL sale markets

 Hungary, Bulgaria and Serbia coming in as the next wave of NPL sales

Distressed debt markets overview 
Evolution of key NPL metrics

CEE 2015

NPL ratio, coverage ratio and volume (%, EURb, eoy 2015)
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2015
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NPL coverage ratio
Bubble size represents NPL volume
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Deleveraging via disposals to continue and
accelerate

Deleveraging is expected to continue and accelerate in those 
countries showing a combination of high NPL ratios mixed 
with sufficient provisioning coverage and enough volume to 
put together sizeable deals. Accordingly, Romania, 
Croatia and Slovenia are expected to remain active 
NPL sales markets, followed by a “new wave”

stemming out of Hungary, Bulgaria and Serbia,
fuelled by an improving regulatory environment and still 
sizeable (relative) stock.

Provided political and macro improvement, Russia and 
Ukraine could represent a later wave, given massive 
stocks accumulated.
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CEE transaction environment
NPL volume brought to market 2012 – 2Q 2016F

*Intra-group transfer

Source: Press releases servicers, PwC Analysis

∆ 
+500%

∆
+305%

Evolution by year (EURb)

Romania
39%

Croatia
19%

Hungary
12%

Slovenia
12%

SEE 
mixed

7%

Serbia
7%

Bulgaria
4%

Split by country (%)

Split by segment (%)

Close to EUR 15b GBV brought to market in the 
past 5 years. After already 2 years of exponential increase, 
2016 market volume expected to further surpass 2015.

Romania and Croatia make-up ca. 60% of the 
tradable volume. Hungary and Slovenia coming in ca. 
equally on 3rd place. For 2017, we expect further activity 
growth in Hungary, Bulgaria and Serbia.

Portfolio deals made up 90% of GBV transactedCa 2/3 of tradable GBV is either a mix of 
Corporate and Retail or only Corporate

Split by deal type (%)

Portfolio
90%

Platform
5%

Single 
Ticket

4%

Leasing
1%

 Ca. EUR 15b GBV brought to market during the past 5 years, on a background of 
increased interest among both buyers and sellers, driven by the still relatively higher IRRs 
than in Western Europe or the opportunity to quickly deleverage already heavily provisioned assets, 
respectively.

 Regional servicers appearing more often as principals in deals, as they develop own 
investment capabilities.

 Single tickets and platform disposals expected to grow strongly, as bank sellers exhaust 
large portfolios and start focusing more on discrete deals.

*

1.0

0.4

2.0

6.1

5.1

2Q 2016F
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CEE transaction environment

Countries view

Baltics
 Confirmed investor appetite and seller 

interest
 Favourable regulatory regime
 Available servicing
 Transactions track record with all asset 

classes

Russia and Ukraine
 Known seller interest
 Political uncertainty
 Sizeable NPL stocks
 Improving regulatory regime
 Limited servicing platforms availability

Romania
 Confirmed investor appetite & seller 

interest
 Favourable regulatory regime
 Sizeable NPL stock
 Available servicing platform 
 Significant transactions track 

record in all asset classes

Poland
 Confirmed investor appetite & seller interest
 Mature market with ongoing transactions
 Available servicing platforms

Croatia & Slovenia
 Strong transaction track record, with 

further available NPL stock
 Available and growing servicing platforms
 Transactions closed or ongoing in all 

asset classes

Serbia
 Known investor appetite & seller interest
 Regulatory improvements ongoing
 Sufficient NPL stock
 Limited servicing platforms availability

Czech Republic & Slovakia
 Confirmed investor appetite & seller interest
 Available servicing platforms 
 Limited stock for portfolio disposals

Hungary
 Known investor appetite & seller interest 
 Improved regulatory environment
 Growing number of platforms/servicers
 Several transactions already in the market, 

with disposal to continue and accelerate

Country watch

 Poland and Romania as mature markets, with both experienced sellers, diversified buyers and servicing 
available across all asset classes. Few sizeable bank disposals further expected, however secondary sales 
expected to grow, doubled by a consolidation trend among local servicers.

 Croatia and Slovenia performed strongly during past year(s) with large primary transactions already 
closed or in process, further appetite from bank sellers, increasing buyer interest and servicing developing quickly.

 Hungary, Serbia and Bulgaria building as the next wave in NPL sales, driven by improving regulatory 
regimes facilitating bank sellers’ activities and still high NPL stock, prompting buyer interest and plenty of servicing 
set-up opportunities.

 Russia and Ukraine could represent sizeable future opportunities, with both large NPL stocks and ratios 
putting pressure on sellers, coupled with an almost inexistent deals track record.

 Turkey is in a category of its own, with sizeable NPL volumes expected to further increase, but still modest 
ratios, prompting prudent sellers approach. Locked-in servicing, is shared among local AMCs, mostly focused on 
retail assets. However, secured assets together with AMCs investment, could provide plentiful growth opportunities, 
pending further macro and political stability.

Source: Press releases servicers, PwC Analysis

Bulgaria
 Confirmed seller and buyer interest
 Favourable regulatory regime
 Sufficient NPL stock offering deal pipeline
 Servicing platforms quickly developing

Turkey
 Confirmed seller interest, with buyers selectively looking 

at opportunities
 Sizeable NPL stock
 Concentrated servicing market
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Bulgaria

 As of end 2015, top 3 largest banks in the country held ca. 50% of the NPL stock

 High market activity expected for 2016 and 2017, following successful 2016 activity; servicing 

market in early stages of development

 Improving legal & regulatory conditions, while NPL acquirers need to be registered as financial 

institutions

NPL volume & ratio largest banks (eoy 2015, EURm)

 As at eoy 2015, largest NPL stock was held by 
UniCredit’s Bulbank (ca. EUR 800m) , followed by 
First Investment and United Bulgarian Bank (ca. 
EUR 700m each).

 Highest NPL ratio level was registered by United 
Bulgarian Bank (ca. 28%), followed by Eurobank
(around 22%)

 Acceleration of deals market activity stemming 
from increasing buyer interest coupled with 
heightening vendor confidence given deals market 
track record and local AQR results.

Legal & regulatory environment

 NPL portfolio acquirers may be required to register with the National Bank as a financial institution and 
may have to fulfil certain capital and business requirements.

 The introduction of more robust RWA buffers puts additional incentive on commercial banks to adjust and 
dispose loan portfolios impacted by the higher weighting factor.

 Due to amendments in the “Commercial Act” of 2013 related to recognition of mortgages and pledges, 
receivables owners’ interests are better protected by a more efficient execution process.

 NPL transfers are generally not subject to VAT or stamp duty. Corporate income tax may apply.

Servicing

 Existing retail unsecured capabilities.

 International and regional servicers show increasing appetite for the market, with set-up of secured (both 
private individuals and corporates) assets servicing capabilities currently underway.

 Locally known present names include APS, AVS, B2 Holding, Credit Express, EOS, Frontex, Kredyt Inkaso, 
etc.

Selected large transactions 2015 - 2016

Project name Seller Group Asset type GBV EURm Year brought to market Status Buyer PwC role

Vitosha HETA Leasing 150 2016 Ongoing n/a n/a

Taurus Bulgaria UniCredit NPL – Corporate 100 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor 

Rose KBC NPL - CRE 150 2016 n/a n/a n/a

Sofia Erste NPL - CRE 90 2015 Closed Local buyer n/a

n/a TBI Credit NPL - Retail 50 2015 Closed APS n/a

n/a BNP Paribas NPL - Retail 48 2014 Closed Frontex n/a

2015 NPL: 20.6% (∆yoy +3.9pp), vol. EUR 4.4b (∆yoy - 0.4b)

Source: Annual reports 2014 / 2015, IMF, ECB, PwC Analysis
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Croatia

 Local subsidiaries of UniCredit, Erste and Intesa held ca. 2/3 of the system’s NPL stock 

as at eoy 2015, with state owned HPB registering highest NPL ratio

 High investor appetite and bank disposals activity during the past 18 months, fuelled by 

available stock and regulatory support for deleveraging, with further intense activity expected in 

2017, as some vendors continue disposal programs

 Servicing in fast development, with capabilities across all asset classes already present

 Zagrebacka Banka, the largest Bank in the 
country, held ca. EUR 2b of NPL stock at eoy 2015, 
followed by Erste and PBZ (Intesa) with ca. EUR 
1b each.

 NPL ratio-wise, largest level was registered by the 
state owned Hrvatska Postanska Banka (26%), 
followed by Raiffeisen Bank (17%) as well as 
Addiko Bank and Zagrebacka banka (16%).

 All major banks have performed or are currently 
in NPL disposal processes.

Legal & regulatory environment

 Special licensing not required for NPL portfolios acquisition; however, National Bank non-prohibition 
confirmation of SPAs is required for signing.

 Further streamlining of the Croatian law with EU standards is seen as an additional driver of confidence in 
the Croatian jurisdiction and increased interest in its distressed debt market.

 Mandatory conversion of CHF loans introduced in late 2015, with most banks having already finalized the 
conversion process.

 Bank NPL write-offs become tax exempt only after “sufficient collection measures” have been taken. 

Servicing

 Developed unsecured assets servicing, with secured (both private individuals and corporates) under fast 
development, following transactions track record and expected future deals flow.

 Known locally present names include AVS, B2 Holding, Centar Faktor, Credit Express, EOS, Prima 
Solvent etc., with other large regional names currently in advance stages of setting up local offices.

Selected large transactions 2015 - 2016

Source: Annual reports 2014 / 2015, IMF financial soundness indicators, ECB, PwC Analysis

Project name Seller Group Asset type GBV EURm Year brought to market Status Buyer PwC role

Taurus Croatia UniCredit Mixed NPL 770 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Pathfinder HETA NPL / PL Corporate 400 2016 Ongoing n/a Buy side advisor

Sunrise HPB NPL – Mixed 320 2016 Ongoing n/a n/a

Sapphire HETA Single ticket NPL 135 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Goran Erste CRE 60 2015 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Janica Erste NPL – Corporate 217 2015 Closed B2 Holding Sell side advisor

Ivica Erste NPL – Corporate/SME 200 2015 Closed B2 Holding Sell side advisor

2015 NPL: 16.3% ( ∆yoy -0.4pp), vol. EUR 6.0b (∆yoy - 0.2b) 

NPL volume & ratio largest banks (eoy 2015, EURm)
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 Intesa, Raiffeisen and Erste local subsidiaries held more than 50% of local NPL stock at 

eoy 2015, registering also some of the highest levels of NPL ratio in the local system

 Following the lift of private individuals enforcement moratorium, the NPL disposals market 

picked up considerably during 2016, with further intense activity anticipated for 2017 

driven by intense investor appetite and outstanding volume

 (Secured) servicing at an incipient stage, with most large international and regional players 

looking to establish or consolidate their local position

 Following deals activity and regulatory support 
Hungarian total NPL stock showed significant 
decline over the past years, with EUR 2.6b less 
yoy 2015.

 CIB recorded ca. EUR 1b of NPL at eoy 2015 (on 
a 29% NPL ratio), followed by Raiffeisen and 
Erste Bank (ca. EUR 700m each).

 Deleveraging is expected to continue via market 
disposals to NPL investors or transfers to MARK 
(the local state-owned “bad bank”).

Legal & regulatory environment

 Locally licensed financial institution needed for acquiring NPLs.

 As most foreign currency denominated mortgages have already been converted to Forint, the foreclosure 
moratorium does not apply anymore, making them more attractive for potential investors. 

 Highly regulated enforcement of lenders’ rights on real estate still hinders large scale retail NPL sales, but 
several wide ranging proposals were made to improve creditors rights.

 The Hungarian VAT act does not stipulate conclusively whether NPL transactions are VAT exempt or not.

Servicing

 Servicing is in an incipient stage with local service providers and a limited number of regional players 
mainly focused on retail unsecured, but eager to grow in secured asset classes.

 Locally known present names include APS, AVS, Auxys, Arthur Bergmann, Credit Express, DDM, EOS, 
Indotek, Intrum Justitia etc., with other large regional names currently in advance stages of setting up 
local offices.

Selected large transactions 2015 - 2016

Source: Annual reports 2014 / 2015, IMF, Hungarian National Bank, Hungarian Central Statistical Office, ECB, PwC Analysis

Project name Seller Group Asset type GBV EURm Year brought to market Status Buyer PwC role

Ulysses Erste NPL – Retail 350 2016 Ongoing n/a n/a

Rita Raiffeisen NPL – Corporate 300 2016 Ongoing n/a n/a

Taurus Hungary UniCredit NPL – Retail 130 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Otto Aegon Retail 360 2015 Ongoing n/a n/a

Helena Intesa NPL – CRE 237 2015 Closed CarVal n/a

Velence n/a Mixed NPL 300 2015 Closed DDM / CarVal n/a

Hungary
2015 NPL: 11.7% (∆yoy -3.9pp), vol. EUR 5.1b (∆yoy - 2.6b)
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Romania

 Top 3 local franchises by NPL volume - Erste, SocGen and UniCredit – made up ca. 65% of 

total NPL stock as at eoy 2015

 Most active NPL market in the region, with transactions topping EUR 3b GBV in the last 18 

months; servicing developed on all asset categories, with active competition among players and 

consolidation expected

 Active regulatory environment, both on repossession front (i.e. “deed in lieu” legislation), with 

further changes impacting expected servicers’ activities

 BCR (Erste Group) recorded an NPL stock of ca. 
EUR 1.7b at eoy 2015, followed by BRD, the local 
SocGen subsidiary, with ca. EUR 1.2b.

 Highest NPL ratio stemmed from the state 
owned CEC bank, at ca. 22%.

 Most large local players went through NPL 
disposal processes, with further sales expected 
for end of year 2016 and throughout 2017, 
against the background of an established 
disposals market and continued regulatory 
support.

Legal & regulatory environment

 No license is required for the acquisition of receivables with the exception of certain mortgage loans, while 
servicing entities need to be licensed as financial institutions.

 Due to the high number of transactions, legal documentation and proceedings are largely standardised, 
providing a rather transparent and reliable environment for investors. 

 In 2014 a new insolvency law came into effect assisting creditors in enhancing their recovery rates. 
Additionally, due to increases in provisioning requirements further disposals of NPLs are expected.

 NPL transfers are generally not subject to VAT or stamp duty, but corporate income taxes may apply.

Servicing

 Well-established servicing market, with several players having large-scale servicing capabilities for all 
asset classes.

 Locally known present names include subsidiaries of all major regional players such as APS, B2 Holding, 
CDM, DDM, EOS, Kredyt Inkaso, Kruk and others.

Selected large transactions 2015 - 2016

Source: Annual reports 2014 / 2015, IMF financial soundness indicators, PwC Analysis

Project name Seller Group Asset type GBV EURm Year brought to market Status Buyer PwC role

Blue Lake Erste NPL – Retail mortg. 410 2016 Ongoing B2H/EOS Sell side advisor 

Tokyo Erste NPL – Corporate 1,200 2015 Closing DB/APS Sell side advisor 

Ursa Eurobank EFG NPL – Retail 600 2015 Closing Kruk n/a

Triton UniCredit NPL – Corporate 350 2015 Closing Kredyt Inkaso n/a

Rosemary Intesa NPL – CRE 287 2015 Closing APS & AnaCap n/a

Henri Piraeus NPL – Retail 200 2015 Closed Kruk n/a

2015 NPL: 13.5% (∆yoy -0.4pp), vol. EUR 7.9b (∆yoy + 1.4b)

NPL volume & ratio largest banks (eoy 2015, EURm)
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 NPL stock dispersed across the system, with top  banks by volume making up ca. 30% at eoy 2015

 Positive regulatory perspective - National Bank of Serbia (NBS) taking steps to incentivise NPL 

disposals, following NPL resolution strategy introduction

 Growing investor appetite and increasing NPL ratios expected to trigger disposal wave 

during the next 12-16 months; potential head start for early movers, as market is expected to 

develop an attractive deal pipeline

Legal & regulatory environment

 A banking licence is (still) required for the acquisition of retail loan portfolios.

 National Bank introduced an “Action plan for the Implementation of the NPL Resolution Strategy” and has 
started taking significant steps towards effectuating its implementation (e.g. amendments to certain by-
laws of the “Law on Banks” such as allowing for the assignment of the bank's undue receivables).

 Full implementation of Basel III standards is expected to further incentivise banks to dispose of NPL 
portfolios.

 An NBS approval of the transaction is not required, however, the notarization of the transfer may be 
needed if a claim is secured by a mortgage. 

 NPL transfers are generally VAT exempt, providing that not only the risks and rewards of a receivable are 
transferred, but also the actual title to the receivable.

Servicing

 Largely undeveloped, so far with focus on unsecured private individuals receivables.

 Given expected disposals wave, development into secured space is a key focus for existing and future 
players looking to enter the market.

 Known names with local capabilities include APS, AVS, B2 Holding, Credit Express, EOS, etc.

Selected large transactions 2015 - 2016

 Banka Intesa recorded largest NPL stock  at eoy
2015 totalling ca. EUR 400m, followed by 
Komercijalna Banka, UniCredit & Societe
Generale (each ca. EUR 300m).

 Total NPL stock in the country remained 
unchanged compared to last year, while mostly 
small corporate portfolios were transferred. The 
NBS is pressuring banks to resolve their 
distressed debt, therefore further deals are 
under preparation and expected to launch soon.

 Relatively high NPL ratios provide opportunity 
to be early in a fast growing market and to have 
a first-mover advantage.

Source: Annual reports 2014 / 2015, IMF financial soundness indicators, National Bank of Serbia, PwC Analysis

Project name Seller Group Asset type GBV EURm Year brought to market Status Buyer PwC role

Onyx HETA NPL & Platform 340 2016 Expected n/a Sell side advisor

n/a Intesa NPL – CRE 35 2015 Closed n/a n/a

Grey Erste NPL – Corporate 21 2015 Closed APS n/a

2015 NPL: 21.6% (∆yoy +1.2pp), vol. EUR 3.5b (∆yoy 0.0b)
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Slovenia

 As at end 2015, largest NPL volume held by state owned NLB, followed by Abanka and 

UniCredit Slovenija

 Active market during 2015 and 2016 driven by sizeable portfolio disposals and single 

ticket sales, with 2017 expected to continue the trend, albeit at lower volumes; servicing under 

development, with capabilities across all asset classes already present

 Supportive regulatory environment, with no particular hurdles for NPL trades

Legal & regulatory environment

 Generally, the acquisition of a NPL portfolio does not require a banking license. However, a consumer 
lending license may be required with regard to retail receivables, unless these are acquired from a licensed 
bank.

 Personal bankruptcy regulation exists for private individuals.

 Regulatory measures, such as double taxation treaties with many EU countries and the freedom of 
choosing foreign laws for assignment agreements, form a strong supportive environment for SPVs.

 NPL transfers are generally not subject to VAT or stamp duty, but corporate income taxes may apply.

Servicing

 Recent growth in NPL transactions led to efforts of increasing the servicing capacity, however, servicing 
large corporate and retail secured still remains to be further developed. 

 Known names with local capabilities include B2 Holding, Credit Express, EOS, Prohit, KF Finance etc.

Selected largest transactions 2015 - 2016

 NLB held the largest local NPL stock as of end 
2015 amounting to EUR 1.1b, followed by 
Abanka, UniCredit and SKB (i.e. local SocGen
subsidiary), each with less than EUR 400m.

 At the end of 2015 Raiffeisen Bank was acquired 
by an affiliate of US investment fund Apollo 
Global Management.

 Thanks to strong deleveraging activities and 
DUTB support, the total Slovenian banks NPL 
stock declined ca. EUR 1b yoy 2015, while 
further sizeable reduction is expected for 2016 
following closed deals during the year.

Source: Annual reports 2014 / 2015, IMF financial soundness indicators, PwC Analysis

Project name Seller Asset type GBV EURm Year brought to market Status Buyer PwC role

Taurus Slovenia UniCredit Mixed NPL 140 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Pine NLB Mixed NPL 600 2015 Closed
APartners / Pine River (corp.)

DDM (retail)
Sell side advisor

Istrabenz Bawag NPL – Corporate 47 2015 Closed York n/a

n/a DUTB NPL – Corporate 123 2015 Closed BAML n/a

Alpha Raiffeisen NPL – Corporate 55 2015 Closed B2 Holding Sell side advisor

2015 NPL: 10.0% (∆yoy -1.8pp), vol. EUR 3.0b (∆yoy - 0.9b)
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Turkey

 Market dominated by top 10 banks with EUR 11.7b NPLs (ca. 78% of total NPL stock)

 NPL purchase allowed only to licensed AMCs

 Highly active unsecured NPL market with standardised disposal processes

Legal & regulatory environment

 NPL acquiring allowed only to licensed AMCs, regulated and audited by the BRSA (Banking Regulation 
and Supervision Agency).

 Newly established AMCs are exempt from paying taxes for the first 5 years. As such, portfolio purchase 
and collection in the first 5 years saves on average 16% of tax expenses.

 Existing regulation does not allow state banks to sell their NPL portfolios. Circumstances may change 
going forward due to recent attempts of state banks.

 Regulatory measures on retail loans introduced in 2013 and 2014 have further curved consumer loans 
and credit cards growth.

Servicing

 Highly developed unsecured retail servicing, with secured (large corporates and retail mortgages) under 
development, pending sale of such portfolios by banks.

 In total 15 AMCs are active in the Turkish market, with Güven and Turkasset being the market leaders 
with a combined share of 56% by assets under management.

Selected largest transactions 2015 - 2016

 Top 8 banks by NPL stock showed more than EUR 
1b stock each as at end 2015.

 Fairly moderate NPL ratios across the system, with 
Finansbank standing out with a ratio of 6.3% as of 
end 2015.

 Total NPL volume of Turkey increased by ca. EUR 
2.1b yoy 2015 while the NPL ratio remained fairly 
stable due to accompanying increase in total loan 
volume. Due to the observable slowdown in 
country’s economic growth, an increase in NPL 
stock and ratio is expected.

 During 2015, 22 NPL transactions were recorded 
with total face value amounting to EUR 0.7b.

Source: Banking Regulator and Supervision Agency BRSA reports, IMF financial soundness indicators, PwC Analysis

2015 NPL: 3.0% (∆yoy +0.3pp), vol. EUR 15b (∆yoy +2.1b)

NPL volume & ratio largest banks (eoy 2015, EURm)

Project name Seller Asset type GBV EURm Year brought to market Status Buyer PwC role

n/a Garanti Mixed NPL 55 2016 Closed Sümer n/a

n/a Garanti Mixed NPL 73 2016 Closed Turkasset n/a

n/a Akbank n/a 142 2016 Closed Güven n/a

n/a Finansbank n/a 114 2016 Closed n/a n/a

n/a TEB n/a 63 2016 Closed Güven n/a

n/a HSBC NPL - Retail 56 2016 Closed n/a n/a
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Close to EUR 350b of loans are held by the CEE 6

 With ca. EUR 131b LtC on their books, Erste Group Bank 
AG (EG) leads the CEE 6 volume wise, closely followed 
by Unicredit Bank Austria (BA) . 

 Raiffeisenbank Intl. (RBI), HETA ASSET RESOLUTION 
AG (HETA), Sberbank Europe AG (SBEU) and Addiko
Bank AG (ADD) come further on the list as all of them 
report significant decreases in LtC (more than 10% 
compared to eoy 2014).

CEE 6 hold more than 60% of loans in CEE region 

 In terms of CEE concentration, RBI and ADD take the 
lead as both hold close to 90% of their loan book in CEE 
while EG has only allocated 37% of their loans in the 
region.

 In absolute terms, EG and BA represent more than half 
of loans in CEE held by the CEE 6.

CEE 6 hold around EUR 38b of NPL volume at an 
average NPL coverage ratio of ca. 61%

 CEE 6 report an average NPL ratio of 12% as CEE 
average stands at 7%.

 HETA  is leading its peers, reporting a NPL coverage 
ratio of 85%.

 HETA and RBI exceed the CEE regional average NPL 
coverage ratio of 64% while SBEU and BA report a 
significantly lower ratio.

Top 6 Austrian banking franchises 
in CEE (“CEE 6”)

NPL coverage ratio (%, eoy 2015)

NPL volume and ratio (EURb, %, eoy 2015)

1. Operated under Hypo Alpe-Adria-Bank International AG (HBInt) until 2014; since October 2014 HETA operates as wind-down entity without a banking 

licence

2. Addiko Bank AG, formerly known as Hypo Group Alpe Adria AG, was formed in 2014 through an Asset-Liability transfer from HETA and represent the 

performing parts of the former HB INTL AG. It represent a Austrian based Banking Holding with subsidiaries in several SEE countries. 

Source: Annual Reports 2014 / 2015, PwC Analysis

 CEE 6 hold on average 70% of their loans in the CEE region

 Austrian National Bank (OeNB) incentivising banks to further strengthen their 
capital base

 Above CEE average NPL ratios and moderate NPL coverage ratios to 
trigger further deleveraging and restructuring activity

NPL Ratio

56% 

64% 

71% 

85% 

47% 

62% 

BA EG RBI HETA SBEU ADD

NPL coverage ratio

Average NPL coverage ratio CEE (64%)
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∆ LTC
-13.6%

∆ NPL Vol.
-10.8%

∆ NPL %
-4.3pp

∆ NPL CR
-2.8pp

∆ LTC
-13.6%

∆ NPL Vol.
-20.50%

∆ NPL %
-1.1pp

∆ NPL CR
0.0pp

∆ LTC
-14.8%

∆ NPL Vol.
+13.50%

∆ NPL %
+8.9pp

∆ NPL CR
+17.5pp

 As the asset sale continues, LTC volume 
decreased by 13.6% this year, as well as 
NPL volume declining by 10.8%.

 This leads to a decrease in NPL ratio by 
4.3pp and a declining NPL coverage ratio 
by 2.8pp whilst remaining the CEE 6 
group leader with a coverage of 85%. 

 A significant decrease of 13.6% in SBEU’s 
loan book and an even larger decrease of 
20.5% in NPL volume resulted in a fairly 
stable NPL ratio of 11.0%.

 In 2015 loans to SME’s represented 57%, 
retail loans 34%, and corporate loans 9% 
of the total NPL volume.

 Compared to end of year 2014,  loan book 
volume decreased significantly and NPL 
volume increased by 13.5%. As a result, 
NPL ratio increased by 8.9pp.

 Due to the successful privatisation and  
the new brand name, after years of 
constrained business activity, the Bank 
aims to re-establish itself in the SEE 
market.

∆LTC
+2.1%

∆ NPL Vol.
-6.1%

∆ NPL %
-0.8pp

∆ NPL CR
+0.9pp

∆ LTC
+2.8%

∆ NPL Vol.
-14.4%

∆ NPL %
-1.4pp

∆ NPL CR
-4.4pp

∆ LTC
-10.3%

∆ NPL Vol.
-5.8%

∆ NPL %
+0.6pp

∆ NPL CR
+3.9pp

 After a sharp decline in 2014, loan volume 
started increasing again in 2015.

 A decrease in NPL volume and an increase 
in NPL coverage ratio indicates a positive 
indicator further development in the CEE 
region.

 BA holds close to EUR 80b in loans in 
CEE, which represents about 57% of its 
loan book.

 Loan volume continued its growth in 2015 
as EG is surging ahead the CEE 6 in LtC
volume. 

 NPL volume decreased significantly due 
to successful deleveraging efforts.

 With 37% EG has allocated the smallest 
portion of their loan book in the CEE 
region within its peers.

 As RBI is strengthening its capital base, 
LtC volume decreased sharply by 10.3% 
and NPL volume declined by 5.8%. 

 NPL coverage ratio remained fairly stable 
and remains top in the CEE 6 group 
excluding HETA. 

 In 2015 71.1% of RBI’s NPLs were 
corporate loans and 28.9% retail loans.

Top 6 Austrian banking franchises 
in CEE in 2015

Source: Annual Reports 2014 / 2015, PwC Analysis

1. Known as Hypo Alpe-Adria-Bank International AG until 2014

2. Addiko Bank AG, formally known as “Hypo Group Alpe Adria AG” represents an Austrian Holding with a banking network in Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, 

Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro

1)

 Declining NPL ratios for BA and EG as both turn the wheel towards 
growth in their loan books

 RBI, SBEU and ADD continue with decrease in loan volume, due to 
pressure from Austrian authorities to accelerate their recapitalisation

2)
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Source: PwC Analysis

Project name Country Seller Group Asset type GBV EURm Year  market Status Buyer PwC role

Taurus Croatia Croatia UniCredit NPL Mixed 770 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Blue Lake Romania Erste NPL Retail 410 2016 Closing B2 Holding /EOS Sell side advisor

Pathfinder Croatia HETA CRE 400 2016 Ongoing n/a Buy side advisor

Otto Hungary Aegon NPL Retail 360 2016 Ongoing n/a n/a

Onyx Serbia HETA Platform 340 2016 Expected n/a Sell side advisor

Sunrise Croatia HPB NPL Mixed 320 2016 Ongoing n/a -

Rita Hungary Raiffeisen NPL Corporate 300 2016 Ongoing n/a -

Ulyses Hungary Erste NPL Retail 350 2016 Ongoing n/a -

n/a Romania Pireaus NPL Mixed 162 2016 Closed Kruk -

Rose Bulgaria KBC CRE 150 2016 n/a n/a -

Vitosha Bulgaria HETA Leasing 150 2016 Ongoing n/a -

Taurus Slovenia Slovenia UniCredit NPL Mixed 140 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Sapphire Croatia HETA Single ticket 135 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Taurus Hungary Hungary UniCredit NPL Retail 130 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Taurus Bulgaria Bulgaria UniCredit NPL Corporate 100 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

n/a Romania CEC Bank NPL Mixed 70 2016 Closed Kruk -

Goran Croatia Erste CRE 60 2015 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Atlantis Croatia HETA Single ticket 30 2016 Ongoing n/a -

Apollo Croatia HETA Single ticket 25 2016 Ongoing n/a Sell side advisor

Tokyo Romania Erste NPL Corporate 1,200 2015 Closed DB/APS Sell side advisor

Ursa Romania Eurogroup EFG NPL Retail 600 2015 Closed Kruk -

Pine Slovenia NLB NPL Mixed 500 2015 Closed
Apartners / Pine River  

DDM
Sell side advisor

Drava SEE HETA NPL Corp./SME 400 2015 Closed B2 Holding -

Triton Romania UniCredit NPL Corporate 350 2015 Closed Kredyt Inkaso -

Eve Slovenia Gorenska NPL Mixed 300 2015 Cancelled n/a -

Velence Hungary n/a NPL Mixed 300 2015 Closed DDM / CarVal -

n/a Slovenia Nova KBM CRE 300 2015 Cancelled n/a -

Rosemary Romania Intesa CRE 287 2015 Closed APS & AnaCap -

Helena Hungary Intesa CRE 237 2015 Closed CarVal -

Janica Croatia Erste NPL Corporate 217 2015 Closed B2 Holding Sell side advisor

Ivica Croatia Erste
NPL 

Corporate/SME
200 2015 Closed B2 Holding Sell side advisor

Henri Romania Pireaus NPL Retail 200 2015 Closed Kruk -

n/a Slovenia DUTB CRE 123 2015 Closed BAML -

Sofia Bulgaria Erste CRE 90 2015 Closed Local buyer -

Goethe Croatia HETA Single ticket 90 2015 Cancelled n/a Sell side advisor

Istrabenz Slovenia Bawag NPL Corporate 47 2015 Closed York -

Alpha Slovenia Raiffeisen NPL Corporate 55 2015 Closed B2 Holding Sell side advisor

n/a Bulgaria TBI Credit NPL Retail 50 2015 Closed APS -

n/a Serbia Intesa CRE 35 2015 Closed n/a -

n/a Serbia Erste NPL Corporate 21 2015 Closed n/a -

n/a Romania MKB Platform n/a 2015 Closed APS -

Ariadne Romania Bank of Cyprus CRE 545 2014 Cancelled n/a -

Donau SEE Volksbank NPL Mixed 460 2014 Cancelled n/a -

Orion Romania Erste NPL Corporate 330 2014 Closed DB Sell side advisor

Dinara SEE HETA NPL Mixed 170 2014 Closed B2 Holding Sell side advisor

n/a Bulgaria BNP Paribas NPL Retail 48 2014 Closed Frontex -

n/a Bulgaria
United Bulgarian 

Bank
NPL Retail 33 2014 Closed EOS -

Sigma Slovenia Raiffeisen NPL Retail 13 2014 Closed EOS Sell side advisor

Phoenix Romania Volksbank NPL Mixed 433 2013 Closed DB, HIG, AnaCap Sell side advisor

n/a Romania Piraeus Bank NPL Retail 13 2013 Closed Kredyt Inkaso -

Brush I/II SEE Hypo Alpe Adria NPL & PL 1,000 2012/13 Closed n/a Structuring advisor

CEE transactions Overview 2013 – 2016*

* excluding Turkish NPL transactions
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Annex
Definitions

Term Definition

Net NPL to 
Regulatory capital

Net NPL divided by regulatory capital.

NPL according to 
IMF

A loan is non-performing when payments of interest and principal are past due by 90 
days or more, or at least 90 days of interest payments have been capitalised, 
refinanced or delayed by agreement, or payments are less than 90 days overdue, but 
there are other good reasons to doubt that payments will be made in full.
After a loan is classified as non-performing, it (and/or any replacement loans) should 
remain classified as such until written off or payments of interest and/or principal are 
received on this or subsequent loans that replace the original.

NPL according to 
Erste Group

One or more of the default criteria under Basel III are met: full repayment unlikely, 
interest or principal payments on a material exposure more than 90 days past due, 
restructuring resulting in a loss to the lender, realisation of a loan loss, or initiation of 
bankruptcy proceedings. 

NPL according to 
Bank Austria

Formally impaired loans, being exposure to insolvent borrowers, even if the 
insolvency has not been recognised in a court of law, or borrowers in a similar 
situation.

NPL according to 
RBI

Event where a specific debtor is unlikely to pay its credit obligations to the bank in 
full, or the debtor is overdue more than 90 days on any material credit obligation.

NPL according to 
ADD

Loans assigned to risk category 5 based on the reason for default, namely borrowers 
are past due by more than 90 days.

NPL according to 
HETA

Exposures classified with internal rating grades 5A-5E.

NPL coverage ratio
Risk provisions for loans and advances to customers as a percentage of non-
performing loans and advances to customers.

NPL ratio Non-performing loans divided by total gross loan.
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Abbrev. Description

ADD Addiko Bank AG 

AMC Asset Management Company 

AQR Asset Quality Review 

AT Austria 

BA Unicredit Bank Austria AG 

BAG Bank Austria Group 

BG Bulgaria 

BiH Bosnia and Herzegovina 

b Billion 

BY Belarus 

CE 
Central Europe: CZ, HU, LV, LT, PL, 
SI, SK 

CEE 
Central and Eastern Europe: for the 
purpose of this report: CE, EE, SEE, 
CIS  

CEE 6 EG, BA, RBI, SBEU, ADD 

CHF Swiss Frank

CIS 
Commonwealth of Independent 
States: KZ, RU, UA 

CR Coverage Ratio

CRE  Commercial Real Estate 

CZ Czech Republic 

EE Estonia 

EG Erste Group Bank AG 

eoy End of year 

EUR Euro 

F Forecast 

FX Foreign Exchange

FYRM 
Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia 

GBV Gross Book Value

GDP Gross Domestic Product 

HETA HETA Asset Resolution AG 

HR Croatia 

HU Hungary 

IMF International Monetary Fund 

Abbrev. Description

IRR Internal Rate of Return

KZ Kazakhstan 

LT Lithuania 

LtC Loan to customer 

LtV Loan to Value 

LV Latvia 

m Million 

MD Moldova 

NPL Non-performing loan 

OeNB Austrian National Bank  

PL Poland 

pp Percentage points  

Q Quarter 

qoq Quarter-on-quarter 

RBI Raiffeisen Bank International 

REO Real Estate Owned

RKS Republic of Kosovo 

RO Romania 

RS Serbia 

RU Russia 

RWA Risk-weighted assets 

SBEU  Sberbank Europe AG 

SEE 
South Eastern Europe: BG, HR, RO, 
RS, TR 

SI Slovenia 

SK Slovakia 

SPV Special Purpose Vehicle 

TCR Total capital ratio 

TGL Total gross loans 

TR Turkey 

UA Ukraine 

VAT Value added tax

Vol. Volume

Yoy Year-on-year 

Annex
Abbreviations
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Our specialists are fully conversant 
with the Austrian & CEE non-core & 
non-performing markets

Profound technical know-how, as well 
as regional understanding coupled 
with strong transactional experience 
enable us to accompany our clients, 
advising and providing them with 
active support acrosss the full value 
chain of non-performing / non-core 
assets value extraction.

Your Contacts in 
PwC Austria

Jens Rönnberg
Partner, PwC Austria
Leader Financial Services
jens.roennberg@at.pwc.com
+43 676 833 771 103

Bernhard Engel
Partner, PwC Austria
Leader Financial Services – Deals 
bernhard.engel@at.pwc.com
+43 676 833 771 160

Bogdan Popa
Senior Manager, PwC Austria
European Portfolio Advisory Group
bogdan.petre.popa@at.pwc.com
+43 699 163 05 330

1. Options analysis

Comprehensive impact analysis of 
various NPL management solutions 
on financial, accounting, legal, 
regulatory and tax levels

2. Work-out optimization

Defining non-performing asset 
portfolios work-out and capital 
optimization strategies

3. Dedicated structures

Channels for restructuring, run-off or 
disposal of non-performing / non-
core assets such as SPVs, external / 
internal bad-banks NPL platforms

4. Transaction advice

Investor sounding, accounting, 
financial, tax, legal and regulatory 
structuring, valuation, negotiation 
and closing support
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